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Adlai Assails Violence
In Confused Congo
(UPI) —U.S. Ambassador
Adlai E. Stevenson is planning to discuss new U.N. action to condemn all political
violent? in the Congo in view
of reports that a group of
legislators ! ave been executed in
the Lumumbist stronghold of
Stanleyville.
Unconfirmed reports have been
current tincc early last week that
Alphon3C c^ongolo and some 10
other pro-Western members of the
Congolese Parliament were slain
in reprisal for the death of Patrice Lumumba after being held
prisoners for weeks at Stanleyville by Antoine Gizcngu, Lumumba's self-proclaimed political heir.
"1 bore heard with repulsion
and shock the reports ol the oxecuaons ol Songolo and sou 10 oth.r

meillhSIS Of 1H vJoogoISSS rutLiO'
meat after being held prisoner for
■any weeks by Gtteaaa la Stanleyvine." Stevenson said In a state■teat.

"If confirmed, these executions
are another tragic episode in the
Congo. And such primitive barbarism can solve nothing in the
long-term life of this new republic," he said.
Meanwhile, la the Congo a Unit
ed Habeas patrol, with orders to
•hoot If usussuii. headed toward
Luluaboura to Investigate reports
that Lnmnmhist forces had Moved
on the capital of lasal Province.
U.N. officials said troops still
loyal to former Premier Patrice
Lumumba were reported near Luluabourg, apparently after an overland march of nearly 600 miles
from the Lumumbist stronghold
of Stanleyville.

VoL«
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Social Fraternities Pledge 221 In Spring Rush

Alpha Tau Omega dominated at
the end of formal fraternity rush
Saturday as 221 men pledged fraternities. Sixteen fraternities took
part with ATO pledging the most
men, 32. Sigma Chi and Sigma
Phi Epsilon followed with 24 and
23. respectively. Following is a list
of pledges and fraternities:
Alpha Tau Omega
Stuart A. Smith, Robert A. Rice,
Michael LaBay, John M. Ross, William L. Tarr, Al S. Donnelly, Nicholas R. Pecora, Michael D. Whitacre, Richart W. Bauer, David I.
Ream, David C. Ewing, Gordon T.
Morris Jr., Lee Murray, Vernon
E. Oechsle, Robert Stone, Charles
W. Unsworth, Richard E. Van Almen, Craig R. Humphrey, Freeman Henry, Kont Henrich, Tom
W. Dobmeyer, James C. Kopf, Donald Blessing. Frederick W. Richards. Dick Schetter, Ronald L.
Pendleton, Richard J. Eastop,
Charles W. Smith, Jerry E. Trott,
Total enrollment representing
Robert J. Walker, Bernard Blakethe four branches of Bryan, Fostcirin. Fremont, and Sandusky ly, Robert W. Chism.
stands at 602. One year ago, this
Sigma Chi
figure was 450.
Terry G. Dalton, James R.
A recognition that the branch
Summerville, Richard I. Metcalf,
operations are "substantial, ac- Paul E. Ott, Richard E. Kuhlman,
ceptable, and accredited" accounts James W. Nawrocki, Charles R.
for this increase, said Dr. Geer.
Morelli. Stephen F. Whiter, Stuart
Getting, into many of our col- A. Hughes, Barry Hawkins, Tholeges and universities is a very mas Mavrides, Ted L. Norris, Stepdifficult task today, Dr. Geer said, hen Henderson, Ronald E. Gray,
due to limited enrollment. This is Gerald F. Peterson, Dale F. Peter,
why the branches are important, John Lennarson, Lynn F. McLean,
he said. The student may start Calvin D. Caywood, Harley J.
his education at the branches and Falk, Jack V. McLaughlin, Michlater transfer to the Bowling Green ael B. Flick, Steve W. Shaffer,
campus or to another university. Daniel H. Knepper.
It is the University's policy to
offer courses which are needed
and wanted in these various communities. Dr. Geer pointed out that
this policy also has had a great influence on enrollment expansion.
Extension Courses
In addition to the branch program, extension courses also offer
Washington ( UPI ) — President
college credit and serve the needs John Kennedy has turned down a
of the community. These courses
Congressional suggestion that the
are offered at various locations
United States offer food to Red
throughout northwestern Ohio. China in exchange for the release
Enrollment figures for these loca- of American prisoners.
tions are:
Lawrence F. O'Brien, special asWauaeon 21, Gallon 10, Upper sistant to Kennedy, said the Red
Sandusky 12, Sandusky 15, Bu- Chinese have denied there is widecyrus 18, Delphoa 23, Willard 18, spread famine and have shown no
Sylvania 28, Walbridge 23, and interest in getting any food.
Tiffin 9.
Furthermore, O'Brien said, the
Chinese
Communists
probably
would denounce any food-for-prisoners plan as "unacceptable atThe anthropology lecture schetempts to 'interfere' In their induled for the Alumni 10001 at SiSO
ternal affairs."
p.m. today has beea cancelled. Dr.
The White House aide said, howJohn M. ■sheets, gnssl Isctursr from
ever, that the administration will
the American Anthropology Assort
"continue to pursue vigorously
ailon. has besn ill and will be un
every reasonable alternative which
able to appear. The lecture has beea
holds any promise of securing the
rescheduled for April It.
prisoners' release or ameliorating
their lot."
The Communist Red Cross ssld
that "Chinese people are fully
capsble of overcoming temporary
difficulties caused by natural
calamities." O'Brien said, "This
negative attitude, which is similar
tatives will be located will be deto that displayed toward previous
signated by diamond-shaped signs offers made in 1054 and 1960 by
International Red Cross agencies,
in the windows.
presumably reflects a fear that, by
"President John F. Kennedy
accepting foreign food relief, the
has stated that 'we should not Communist regime would in efthink of what this country should
fect be admitting that its system
do for us, but start thinking of
and policies had failed to meet the
what we can do for this conntry.'
needs of the people."
In its own small way this is what
International Day is doing," said
Weisheit

Branch Enrollment Figures Up
From Last Year, Total Now 602
Enrollment figures for the University's branch schools, released
by Dr. Ralph H. Geer, director of
off-campus programs, show a favorable increase over those of a
year ago.

Student Orientation
Application Blanks
Are Now Available
Application blanks for student
orientation leader positions for
next fall have been sent to prospective leaders for next fall, according to Bob Reed, acting chairman of the Student Orientation
Board.
The applications are to be returned to the board's office in
Gate Theatre by Friday, March 17.
Interviewing and screening will h
scheduled at later dates.
"Here's a good chance for a student to be of service to the University, to incoming freshmen, and
to himself," said Reed. "It's an opportunity to develop leadership
qualities, the ability to meet people, and what's more, It Is usually
an enjoyable experience."
The leaders will be selected before the end of this semester and
will meet their partners to discuss
plans for the orientation program.
The purpose of the Student Orientation Board is to train student
leaders to acquaint new students
with their surroundings, to help
them learn about their relation to
the social and academic mores of
the University, and to aid them in
discovering the opportunities for
cultural and intellectual growth
and the campus organisations that
provide them.

Kennedy Squelches
Proposal Of Food
For Red Chinese

Lecture Cancelled

International Day' Scheduled
Friday In Bowling Green Stores
The retail merchants of
Bowling Green, the foreign
students from the University,
and Sigma Alpha Epsilon fraternity are sponsoring "International Day" from 6 to 9
p.m. Friday in downtown Bowling Green.
"We offer this as a public service to promote better understanding between the townspeople and
the foreign students," said Jack
Weishelt, SAE chairman of the
•vent. "We also hope some of the
students will turn out to ask questions of the foreign representatives."
The stores where the represen-

"Throughout the world foreign
relations could stand some improvement, to say the least. In
Bowling Green, the community
and students of the University can
visit with the foreign students to
help create a lasting friendship
with other countries," he sdded.

Room Reservations
Due Before Easter

James C. Grimm, director of resi.
deuce services, has announced that
room reservation applications for
the fall semester will be taken beginning three weeks before Spring
Recess. Reservation application
forms and a letter of explanation
will be sent to each student in time
for him to complete the application
and to obtain the $10 administrative service charge.
The applications will be taken
by s representative from the housing office, who will be in each dormitory on a scheduled day.
This schedule will be printed in
the next issue of the B-G News.
All students must have their
applications filled out and ready
to submit to the representative
along with the $10 charge.

Accounting Machine
Demonstrated In Union

DITCBIfATIORAL DAYk* OB ate «Ubs as lack Wsesaett on SAE. and Ms. fees* Beck. ■ Bomber
■stall MmLkusti Assodaf on. look on. The three groups an sponsoring ■>•sstsasd Day from I to I p^. Friday.
« • «

Borroughs Corp. will give demonstrations of their accounting
machines to the University accounting classes today and tomorrow.
The demonstrations will be open
to the general public at 11 sun.
and 3:30 p.m. today and at 2:30
p.m. tomorrow, in the Ohio Suit*
of the Union.

nWTQlNiTY BIDS—Hlchord Irsltbart and Jim Dlmllng
hand out fraternity bids to rushess Saturday morning la ths
IFC offlcss.
Sigma Phi Epsilon
William L. Ommcrt, Gerald O.
Coburn, George W. Turner, George
W. Dye, David E. Frost, David F.
White, Charles W. Wheeler, Randy
B. Knavel, Thomas R. Hillhouse,
Reed E. Dungan Jr., David M.
Haas, Larry N. Marvin, David G.
Carr, Jack D. Oliver, Douglas A.
McGiffen, Jerald A. Jolliffe, David
D. Searfoss, Thomas E. Bayliff,
David Cesnick, David S. Bowles,
Franklin A. Martens, Joe L. Barnard, Gary Rogers.
Theta Chi
Robert G. Manbeck, Melvin W.
Mandat, Charles W. Harrison,
John P. Twltchell, Gerald C. Forsther, .luck 11. O'Malley, David Di
Cicco, Jan A. Stucky, William R.
Durica Jr., Dennis M. Vargo, Robert R. Wletxke, Worth E. Howard, James Jacobs, Park H. Jackson, John J. Gaertner, John V. Edwards, Wayne W. Thomas, Douglas Pietro, Charles G. Davidson.

A total of 221 men plsdgsd 11 fraternities. Alpha Tan
Omega Isd with 12. Sigma Chi and Sigma Phi Epsilon
foUowed with 24 and 21. respectively.

Delta Tau Delta
John S. Pughe, William R. Hrucato, Donald Kuchta, Jonathan
Moore, James A. Wolan, Frank
Kapcsos, Paul E. Dlehl, Allan R.
Ingalls, Dick Reinhardt, William
E. Fauver, Lawrence K. Bice, John
S. Cummings, Donald R. Beal,
Joseph C. Livingston, Terry E.
Greathouse, Thomas F. Rrundrett,
William A. Glendinning, Victor L.
Good, Thomas C. Brenon.
Delta Upsllon
Jerry J. Kissell, James M. McKelvey, Robert C. Wlsyanski, Raymond E. Ooe, William T. Tsui,
John P. Tuttle, Larry J. Pfeil, William K. James, George Hageman,
Carl R. Stitak, Gary W. Fought,
Manuel M. Manderine, Tad P.
Manske, John C. Williams, Jack
O. Brunjes, Fred D. Krach, Richard L. Breyley, Tom Gtuver.
Phi Delta Theta
Larry J. Weber, Thomas C.
Rogers, Dennis M. Peck, William
L. Ruitter, Howard M. Ankney,

OAS May Consider
Cuba-U.S. Differences
Havana (UPI)—A government
source hinted last week that Cuba
may be prepared to accept the
good offices of the Organisation
of American States to lay the
groundwork for a settlement of
Cuban-United States differences.
The move would be a radical
change in the Fidel Castro regime's foreign policy, which has
been characterised by pronounced
hostility toward the inter-American system.
Later in Washington, the United
States challenged Fidel Castro to
give his people "Freedom of
Choice" and Implied this might be
a condition for settling U.S.-Cuban
differences.
The suggestion of a possible reversal came as a high Cuban government adviser said he considered
"constructive" a suggestion by
Sen. Wayne Morse, D-Ore., that
the United States submit its differences with Cuba to the OAS
good offices committee.
The special six-nation group was
created by the foreign ministers'
conference at San Jose, Costa
Rica lsst August, with the U.S.Cuban dispute in mind.
The Cuban official stressed that
the possible softer attitude toward
the OAS did not necessarily mean
that Cuba was retreating from its

Officer Nominations
Set For Afternoon

prcvious emphatic insistence that
differences between the two nations must be settled bilaterally.
Rather, he viewed possible interAmerican action as a prelude to a
bilateral understanding.
Actually, this would be a complete reversal of violent past denunciation of everything the foreign ministers resolved at San
Jose.
"It is our view," said American
press officer Lincoln White, "that
the best way for the Castro regime to demonstrate that it Is interested in the independence of the
Cuban nation and the welfare of
its people is to establish freedom
with full guarantees, so that the
Cuban people may freely choose
their own destiny.
"And we are confident," he
added, "that when the Cuban people are given freedom of choice
they will choose freedom and not
a foreign ideology."

Hurry-Up Headlines

Barry E. Weaver, Phillip J. Keller,
Bruce G. Campbell, John W. Martin, Rodney S. Marshall, Nell R.
Heighberger, Bill Cast, James M.
Keener, David Odom, Robert J.
Andollna.
PI Kappa Alpha
Richard W. Leathers, John C.
Schindelar, Michael J. Sesarak,
Robert J. Bees, Robert C. Wolfe,
Thomas W. Zabor, Ronald H. Trinque, James H. Wegman, John R.
Laurent, Charles T. Jennings,
George O. Evans, Albert A. Ksiaik,
Tom J. Carter, Lawrence A. Krelser.
Kappa Sigma
Robert A. Garcia, Richard D.
Slack, Barry T. Good, Richard H.
Davis, Garry H. Coulter, Donald
B. Camp, Richard E. Colcman,
Richard L. Counsellor, Michael L.
Nsrloy, Peter J. Castlglia, William
E. Calhoun.
Sigma Alpha Epsilon
James H. Oviatt, Ronald Mahan,
Thomas W. Brinkman, Martin J.
Brown, Robert J. Wyant, Gary O.
Mulder, William T. Caughlin,
Clyde A. Schroeder, Ralph J. Heln,
George D. Clawson.
Zsta Beta Tan
Steven M. Levlne, William M.
Rosenthal,
Mark L. Raisman,
James Richardson, Aaron Selectman, Alan G. Baty, Robert L. Reynolds, Stephen A. Davis, Henry E.
Sabian.
Phi Kappa Tau
Thomas S. Rasbach, Larry Bohlender, James A. Baker, James E.
Lambrecht, Tom L. Haynes, Jon
C. Sievert, Larry E. Wright, GayIon V. Kennedy, Gary R. Samples.
Tau Kappa Epsilon
Walter a Drees, Donald L. Oestermnn, Matthew Pfeiffer, Robert
E. Rlggle, Nicholas A. Genco, John
W. Fritchle, Jon M. Patton.
Pal Kappa Pal
Robert Carpenter, Neil W. Sanders, Jerald L. Fenstermaker,
Michael H. Suckley, Terry Gerdes.
Beta Gamma
Russ Rsckow, Phillipe E. Lewlcki, Rennard G. Lee Jr., Lloyd
V. Johnson Jr.
Sigma Nu
Richard B. Dagg, Phillip K. Brewer.

UPI

Pakistan Scene Of New Rioting
KARACHI, PAKISTAN—Police
used tear gas snd gun shots in the
air yesterday to break up two demonstrations by thousands of Pakistanis in downtown Karachi.
No casualties were reported in
the mass marches protesting the
deaths of some Muslims during recent rioting in India.

The nominating convention for
class officers will be held from 8
to 6 p.m. today, in the ballroom of
WASHINGTON — French Forthe Union.
eign Minister Maurice Couve de
Each candidate must be accomMurville indicated yesterday that
panied by two other persons. One
it was time for Europe to share
of these persons will nominate the
a greater "burden of defense" but
candidate and the other must secthat U.S. troops would be needed
ond the nomination.
indefinitely.
Other general qualifications for
nomination for office are outlined
He added that "American troops
in Article XI of the Constitution
must remain In Europe as long as
of the Student Body. This article
Europe is exposed to a threat from
can be found on page 76 of the
Russia."
Student Handbook.
WASHINGTON—The Shah of
Notification of all candidates
eligible to ran for office will be •Iran, whose country borders the
made as soon thereafter as possl- Soviet Union, expressed concern
yesterday that the Kennedy ad-

ministration does "not have a proper appreciation" of the dangers
the communist threat poses to the
Middle East.
He added that "as long as there
exists the possibility that we might
cease to get support from the
United States we think we must
do whatever we can ... to get
on as good! terms as possible with
the Soviet Union."
LEOPOLDVILLE, THE CONGO — Armed Congolese soldiers
rsped a white United Nations secretary Sunday night and beat four
Canadian U.N. soldiers yesterday
in a wave of angry violence a.
gainst the international police
force.
WASHINGTON — The government is considering the possibility
of requiring airlines to install
stronger seats to give their passengers a better chance for survival in accidents.
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Curtain Down On 'Antigone/
'Success In Every Respect'
By Imy WoDrom

The final curtain has been
rung down. The theatre is
empty. The grease paint has
been put away, the set removed, and the costumes neatly
packed away.
The pounding- hearts of IS University acton beat a little slower
now. "Antigone," the University
Theatre's second major production
of the year, has ended.
It is a happy ending, however,
because "Antigone" waa a success
in every respect.
The players wen aMe IB uupleis
Ibe difficult ssseel ef the aaetssl
Oraek Is Had, h retsUea the story.
by uefaf ssajaaj svsrteass they
eeavtaosd their —dtsaos ibai »u
mun dSfatty ssay be awte Import
oat Iboa We Itself.
From the opening curtain, when
Ronald B. Van Lien, playing Chorus, the rational palace prophet, introduced the east, to the final
scene in which Creon, the misgoverning King of Thebes, is reduced to a mumbling, brokenhearted man, "Antigone*' enthralled Its audience completely.
Then wen ae stabbhiee, shootsnfs. dancing, singing. or lobes In
Ibe production. Evetyudac depend
ed upon Ih. ability el Ibe perform
en to handle a totleome script
Van Lieu spoke his lines with
authority and poise. In the opening
scene he narrated for 12 minutes
without interruption. His timing
and finesse were excellent.
To Jim Rodgers Jr., who portrayed the self-appointed contemptuous King Creon, must go the
award for being the production's
most convincing actor. Rodgers,
who is no stranger to University
audiences, played the part with
dignity and. assurance.
Celeste M. Ramey performed the
role of Antigone with the style of
a professional actress. As the humble, sensitive martyr. Hiss Ramey
was more than credible.
About midway through the play
she and Rodgers engaged in 32
solid minutes of dialogue. They
did not, for one second, lose the
attention of their audience.
Louie E. Mattachione, Robert C.
Dowdall, and Bob J. Koontz, playing the part of Croon's stooges,
resembled a poor man's version of
"The Untouchables." They provided

Matinee Hour Discussion Topic:
Antigone Or Creon, Who s Right?
Will

the

audience

leave

and Creon wrong, or will the reverse prove true?
This question was the main point
of debate in the pre-production discussion of "Antigone" at Matinee
Hour Feb. 21.
A panel consisting of Dr. Stanley Kalian, instructor in speech,
Ronald B. Van Lieu, Jim Rodgers
Jr., and Wanda Rodgers led a discussion of French playwright Jean
Anouilh's modern version of this
Greek tragedy.
Hr. Rodgers, who is playing
Creon in the production, began the
hour by relating the background
up to the time of Antigone's struggle for moral justice.
After Oedipus died it was decreed that Creon should rule the
kingdom until Oedipus' two sons
came of age. Then each son would
alternate ruling every other year.

Then will be a meeting of all
varsity golf candidates In 302 Men's
Oym a I 3:30 p.m. tomorrow. Those
who cannot attend at that time meet
at the athletic ticket office. Ill
Memorial Hall al 4:30 tomorrow.
All fnihman candidate! will meet
at lilO pjn. Thursday In 302 Men's
Gym. Those who cannot attend at
that tune meet at 4:30 pjn. In 111
Memorial HaU.

Bouifirw Greta State I'niuersitu

Van Lieu, who plays the character Chorus, presented two speeches
that Chorus uses in the play to
prepare the audience for Antigone's and Croon's debate about the
idealistic vs. the practical.
The question then arose as to
who really was right. Some felt
Antigone was, because she fought
for what she believed just. The majority believed Creon lo be correct
in carrying out a decreed law. The
playwright does not leave a clue as
to his own feeling because he really
never gives favor to either person.
So members of the audience have to
make up their own minds.

HeUen National Bamk and Truil Co. of
Pi It-burgh, for banking, all major-.
■lex-Ling Lindner Davl». (or retailing, all
mate re
nlY.rri.w School District Mich., (or
•l.mtmtary education, library tcience. and
•poetal education.
General Tiro and Rubbor Co.. (or «jon•ral builnoM, ealee, accounttng. chomlftry, Industrial maaagesmonl. and producElyria public schools, for •Iswsntqry
.dnveaooa.
EagUeh. foreign languagee.
■athotnatlcs, oosoral scloaco, and Mob»*JT.
Tusiday, March 7
LakoTtow
schools,
for
kindergarten
through grade 11, with exception o| soda!
■radio*.
Galllpoli- city schools, to bo asnouncod.
Urorsauonal Buslnsss Machines, for ac
counting, solos, marketing, and WSSBSH,
any major.
May Co., for all -wjor.
>os.dijr Arlatloa Corp., for accounting
and lBlsrnal audit.
Ermst and Emit, for accounting.
W.dnosday, March 1
Central InlslUaoBCO Agency, for lypisli.
socrotarlal, and f—nrsi.
DOTOO and Haynolds Co., for chsmlitry
and lusunor work.
Diassond Alkali Co.. for accounting.
ckssslstey,
marketing,
eecreiarial.
and
salos with a chomlstry background.
Euclid public schools, for slostsntcuy
education, mathomatics, and geeeral sdonco.
Wodnosday and Thursday,
March I and S
Ohio Oil Co.. for accounting, socrotarlal,
mathomatics, and general business.
Thursday. March 0
Lumberman's Mutual Casualty Co., for
insurance), all major*
Kosipor Iniurancs Co., for insurance"
basil.—■ tiainooo. general buslnOSS. atluarial, undsrwrltsri. claim adluitsrs, accountinaj, and stansttclans.
Monroo public schools, for slsroonlary
•ducation. sscondary oducatton, tsachors
for • pooch corroction. and for Ihs nontal
ly handicctppod.
Gllddsn Co., for accountina. chomlstry.
crodll and colloctlon, marks ting, (inane*,
and salos.
Rocky RWsr schools, (or slsntsntary oduoation, art horns sco-tosslcs, Isdustrial
arts, and mathsmatics.
North Araoriean lasuranco, for insuranco, undsrwriting. and salos.
Friday. March 10
Stockton unlftod schools, Calif., lor worn
sn's hoallh and physical education, kin
asrqarlon throuqh grade I, sonlor high
school English, and Junior hiqh school
social studlss and English corrospondonco.
Battle Crook schools. Mich., for el.
msntary and secondary oducatton.
Krofsr Co., for retailing, Bales, market
Inq. accounrlna. and llboral arsj.
Parks and Davis Co., for accounting,
biolooy. chsmlstry, general buslnsss, and
any major.
Leonard Refineries Inc., for accounting
and markstlnc.
Palnesrllle city schools, for art elementary
education,
English,
Gorman,
mathematics, women'! hoallh and physical education, general science, and speclaJ
education.

Is Culture Difficult To Accept?
Audience Antics Indicate It Is
By Skip F.rderber

This past week end, the University Theatre presented
"Antigone" on the Bowling Green campus. In every way, the
production was well done. From the acting to the technical
work, from the directing to the fantastic setting, "Antigone"
was an excellent production. The magnificent script by Jean
Anouilh was written during World War II and managed to
escape the censorship of the on the menUlitieg of ^ offend.
Nazis,

who did

not compre-

hend its theme: humanity versus
the tyranny of the slate. All this
was successfully destroyed Thursday nifrht by a few atudents who
apparently had neither the compassion nor the intelligence to
watch a play and comprehend its
meaning.
Specifically,
it ha.- become
traditional
for
women who attend plays during the week to
get lates so they
csn watch the
play without interruption. The
play was 95 minutes long and
ended between
r.rd.rber
10 and
10:06
p.m. At approximately 9:45, a
irroup of people began walking
out of the show because they had
forgotten to sign up for lates.
The ploy built to a sensational
climax approximately 10 minute,
before the end. These callous, for
eetful people walked out lust at
the "right" moment to ruin the ending. It seems almost unbelievable
that people could be so lorgetful as
not to sign up for a late. They not
only mined the end of the play,
but as they were leaving, they
made much noise and disturbance.
Not only the women were to blame.
Their dates, too. made quite a racket as they left.
The play is now over; the set
has been struck. Still, the memory
of that night will linger in the
minds of many people who came
to watch a show and were appalled at the actions of the audience.
Could this be a general reflection

tag stndentsT How do you take
their failure to be courteous or
even silent?
It Isn't very often that an aaal
• nce can badly hamper a show,
bat certain members of the Thursday night audience were able to
do exactly that I only hope thai
next time they see a play, they
will be a little more mature hi their
attitude, as well as a little more
Intelligent. Maybe a rlgn ibould be
posted reminding them to slem «P
for lates. There are two mater production, let:. Possibly the stedenb can wise up for the next
one. But that may be aaktrtg for
miracles.
There were comments also about the poor attitude and poor response given to Andres Segovia
on Thursday night. Is this some
type of failing among Bowling
Green students? Is culture such
a hard thing for them to accept?
Could it be that they wish to live
in a college atmosphere, one that
should be broadening (at least in
theory), and vegetate? That comes
from the word "vegetable," by
the way. College is supposed to be
broadening, to expand the horir.ona of a student. If the response
shown by some students to SeKovia, and to "Antigone," means
that this is the way they receive
intelligence and culture, then there
seems to be no reason for them
to go, unless it is for some type
of "prestige," or something like
that. Plays and Artist Series concerts are presented to be enjoyed.
Others who attend want to enjoy
what is before them, and it is a
shame that these students and faculty members have to suffer because of the few who can't understand what's happening.

An evaluation of the play will
be presented at Matinee Hour at
3:30 p.m. today. Dr. F. Lee Miesle,
director of the production, will answer questions regarding the play.
Assisting him will be Michael L.
Fink and William P. K. Crowell.
Dr. Kahan will moderate.

Green Gables

EDITORIAL STAfT

Sandwiches of All Kinds

North Bldg. Residents
To Hold Open House

Managing
bine.
Win

AMI

My Morphy
Natalie hrlrk
Deaf Tries
Sandra Alter ..
Bob Beeves
hdy Day
Annette Coneauo
Ibn twits

Ass-I
Ass't lame
Sports
Social
Ass't Social
.
. Photo

Editor
Edhor
Editor
■drier

BUSINESS ST ATT
ilfonnamaker
Basts iss
Carole Boralch
Advertising
Ase't Adv.
Larry BehssMs.
Orcnkrnoa

la

B« BiS-De

In ancient Greece, burial was of
great significance. Antigone felt
it was morally wrong to leave her
brother in the field without a burial. This sets up the plot for the
play—Antigone's deep feeling that
her brother must be buried, against
Croon's legal statement that Polynices should not and will not receive burial.

Jnlerrlewi for next week, as ncheduled
by *• ps-WMM offloa, oil
Mcmday, March •
South Huatla«tM. whooU, H.Y.. t-w bu»i
MM liTrtliM, t-iiini-. tTdVtVswMal art*.
Mathematics, rttadlata. guidance, «d—cs».
teachers (of alow learner, and for tke
•awtloBallT disturbed,
library acienc*.
French, Gorman, chomlitry. blolooy, phySICB. art. and
htndorejarton throurjh Ih*

The Scene

The hour came to an end as
Rodgers explained the unique unit
set of the play designed by John
H. Hepler, assistant professor of
H lieech.

Something Now At

Green Gables Restaurant
Til S Mala li.

Eteocles waa the first to rule and
did a relatively good job, but when
the year ended he refused to give
up the throne to hi* brother. Polynices felt that unjust and fought
for his right This resulted in a
great battle in which both brothers
were pitifully killed. Creon took
over the throne again and decided
to use the brothers as an example
to the people of the kingdom. He
made a saint of Eteocles and left
Polynicea in the battlefield to rot.

the

theater thinking Antigone ia right

LOOK!

A Good Place To
Bring a Dale

strsarslraod set It was a definite
lil
anal mi lb
lib nil i
peanaa sennas which an se often
need In a play ef this type.
The audience's reaction to Director F. Lee Miesle's production
is beat exemplified by the remarks
of several women as they left the
auditorium Saturday night.
"It was wonderful," they aaid,
"but waan't it a bit short?"
The play lasted for more than
an hour and a half I

a very lightly done bit of comedy.
Seldom does an amateur production boast of a powerful supporting cast Barry L. Allenbaugh,
Barbara J. Toth, Patricia A. Maher, Judith A. Elliott, Byron Stone,
and Carl J. Recktenwald are definitely exceptions to this rule. To
them must go recognition for a
job well done.
Farther enhancement was added
lo Ih* production by torhnlral dinner John H. Kepler's nuaglnanTe

INTERVIEW
SCHEDULE

Ma
Manager
Manager
Manager

There will be an open house in
the North Bldg. of the Men's Residence Center from 2 p.m. to 4 pjn.,
Sunday, March 5. The facilities of
the Interfraternlty Council, which
is located in North Bldg., will be
open to the public, along with the
dormitory rooms.
Chi Omega sorority will furnish
hostesses for the activity, announced Herman L. Koby, head
resident of North Bldg.

Will. UuGriTeR
make miitake*...

W,all

On-campus interviews, March 7
There are outstanding carters in the faatgrowing field of data processing for talented
seniors and graduate studenta with practically any type of college degree.

('itMJStelt')

(UNJ4r**T*)

ERASE WITHOUT A TRACE
ON EATON'S CORRASARLE ROND
Typing errors never show on Corrasable. The special sur-

G>MESeeoUrKf»w

face of this paper makes it possible to erase without a
trace—with just an ordinary pencil eraser. Results: cleanlooking, perfectly typed papers. Next time you sit down
at the keyboard, make no mistake—type on Corrasable!

GtJmlta*YG*l»
Dow oN qlSRAY a>T

UNIVERSITY
BOOKSTORE
—In The Union—

Your choice of Corrasable

in

light, medium, heavy weights and
Onion Skin. In handy 100sheet packets and 500-sheet
boxes.

Only Eaton makes

Corrasable.
A Berkshire Typewriter Paper
BATON PAPBB C.OBP OBATION tf£) PITTSf I SID, BUM.

It's easy to find out about these interesting
and important openings. An IBM representative wants to talk with you about
them. And he'll be here on campus to do it.
You'll do well to request an interview if
you've majored in engineering, accounting,
mathematics, economics, business administration or liberal arts.
For those with imagination, resourcefulness
and a keen analytical mind, a stimulating
career lies ahead with IBM. The work we
offer is diverse and challenging. You associate with people who are leaders in their
fields. You handle important assignments,

move ahead rapidly, and receive a rewarding income right from the start. There's
plenty of room to grow at IBM.
Your next step? Ask your college placement officer for additional information
about the fascinating career opportunities
in Marketing, Systems Engineering, Systems Service, and Programming now open
at IBM. And apply at once for your oncampus interview. Your placement officer
will arrange this. If the date indicated above
iainconvenient, don't hesitate to callorwrite
me directly. I'll be glad to talk with you.

Mr. F. R. Findlejr, Branch Maiufsr
IBM Corporation, Dept. 882
1812 Madison Avenue
Toledo 2. Ohio
CHerry 3-5237

Naturally, you hate a better chance to grow with a dynamic growth company

IBM.
nATA PBOCKrMfMB
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Mermen Dunk Miami
For 8th Straight Win
Coach Sam Cooper's mermen got off to an early lead but
had to beat back a strong: challenge from Miami's swim team
before winning 53-42, Saturday afternoon, in the Natatorium.
Again the Falcons were outscored in first place finishes
but second and third places gave the BG team enough points
to win. There were no double winners for the Falcons, but
Gary LaPrise, Hank Reest,
the BO foursome of Henning. It east.
and

WATEMOUND WALSH Anchorman In lira 400 yard freestyle relay. BaiTT
Walls lakM ofl for tha final lap In Saturday'! meet with Ml 111! Assistant
Coach Dora Matthawa. Wft and a Bed skin swlnuner watch closely to make aura
Falcon Hank Reset hai loachad tha and of tha pool bafora tha IqfcaaH. Tha ralay
loam woo to clinch a 53 42 win or.r tha Redskins.
Phatoa hr laa Byea

Western Michigan Hot
In 86-80 Win Over BG
It was a cold February night
last

Saturday

but

Western

Michigan's Bronco basketballers definitely were not cold
as they toppled the

visiting

Bowling Green Falcons 86-80,
at Kalamazoo.
Actually, the Falcons were not
exactly frigid from the field eith
er, aa they hit on 36 of 92 field
goal attempts, four more than the
Broncos, but it was that old nemesis the free throw, or rather
lack of free throws, that beat them
once again.
BG managed to hit only 8 of 15
from the charity line while Western cashed in on 22 of 30 for the
win.
With Nat* Thurmond picking up
four quick fouls In tha first 10 mln
utai of play, tha Broncoa dominated the backboards and scored ra
paatadly on fast braaks. WM wound
up with a 13-52 rebound edqe with
I« Bob Bolton and 6 * Bon Emsrick
grabbing 13 and IS caroms, respec
lively. Big Nate, alihough playing
little aura than half tha game,
grabbed 17 rebounds for BG while
EHIah Chatman had 10.
Chatmsn, playing his best game
of the year, led BG scoring with
21 points and got plenty of help
from Big Nate, who managed to
score 16 points, including nine in

the second half. Burley Chapman,
starting in place of flu-ridden Jim
Routson, scored 12. Routson did
play, however, and added 11 to the
BG total.
With Thurmond hampered by four
fouls, big Bob Bolton had a free
shooting hand as he topped all
scorers with a big 33 points. Little
Sam Key pumped in 24 and Tom
Woodruff got 20 to account for
77 of the 86 points scored by the
Broncos.
Tha game, final MAC action for
both learns, saw some eyepopplng
outside shooting by both teams.
Flee straight arching comer shots
by Burley Chapman kept the Falcons, who had led seTeral times
In the first half, close at 44-43 at
the hallway mark.
The Broncos jumped to a quick
6-point lead in tha second half,
and the Falcons could never get
on top again, although they did
narrow the gap to 83-80 with about two minutes left.
The win was the fourth straight
for the rejuvenated Broncos and
avenged an earlier 78-66 pasting
at the hands of the Falcons. It
gave Western a 4-8 MAC mark
and a tie for fifth place with the
Falcons, who have now lost four
straight game*. ^^^^
Jim Routson won a Sidney Frohman Scholarship last spring. He Is
also a member of ODK.

Special Occasion-

P
E
T
T
I
S

Come to Dinner and let
ua help you Celebrate

If you have a birthday, why
not tell our singing waitresses
to bring you

a cake, compli-

ments of PETTI'S.

ALPINE VILLAGE

segalls
Across from Music Hall

We Still Have Our Sweat Shirt Special
Whit* or gray with set-in sleeves

$2-19

Oxford or while

*■'■*

Nary

$2.50 4 $2.79

Gold or black with shawl collar

.

Huge Felt Pennants

$2.98

only 50c

Barry

Walsh each

won

one event and participated on a
winning relay team.
Tha ninth annual Paresis Dav
crowd saw Olympic geld medal
winner BUI MuUlken of Miami win
three events and teammate lack
Suydam two.
The graduating seniors on the
BG squad were honored with certificates. They are Jack Caldwell,
Ron Cochrell, Frans Fauley, Hal
Henning,
Robert Lyon,
Henry
Reest, James Torgler, Paul Vogel,
Ralph Weibel, Willie Philbin, and
manager Terry Seidler.
The Falcons won the first three
events. The BG medley relay team
of Howard Comstock, Vogel, Coch.
rell, and LaPrise set a new varsity
record time of 4:01.4. Reest and
LaPrise won the naxt two events
to put the Falcons into a comfortable 14-point lead.
Miami then put on a scoring
spurt, winning the next three events to close the gap to eight
points.
The next two events were split,
as BG's Walsh won the 100-yard
freestyle with teammate Henning
taking second. The Redskins' Suydam won the 200-yard backstroke,
and then teammate Mulliken won
the next two events.
Going into the final event, the
400 yard freestyle relay, the Falcons were leading by only four
points, making the winner of the
event the winner of the meet Again

renter, and
with a good
dele ana, the
clinching the

Waleh came through
time. SiMJ. soundly
Miami tours ems and
meet win.

The Bowling Green yearlings
also won their meet, against the
frosh of Miami, as three freshman
records were set by the Falcons.

Frosh Miler Stars
At Michigan Meet
The Falcon Indoor track team
fell slightly below past performances last Saturday at the University of Michigan and managed just
two thirds and three fifth places
in the open meet
Rodney Davis, a freshman, provided the only excitement for
Bowling Green. Running unattached, the Tiffin distance ace ran
the mile in 4:36, giving him a
fifth place and the fastest mile
time for a Falcon runner during
the current indoor season.
Walt Bettis took the only individual third place award. He ran
a 51.7 in the 440-yard daah, and
also ran a leg on the mile relay
team of Bob Taller, Gary Baldwin,
and John Monnette, which captured the other third place.
Fifth place finishes by Bob Roublin and Al Junior, plus Davis'
fifth rounded out the scoring for
Bowling Green.

Steady, Versatile No. 41
Ends Career Tomorrow
By Bob Hoover

It's usually the big man on a basketball team—the player
who scores the most points—who gets a lot of publicity, but
it also should be remembered that it takes some steady, consistent ball players to make a team click.
One of these steady, day-to-day players will be hanging
up his uniform for the last time after tomorrow night's game
against

Detroit. Number 41,

captain Jim Routson, will be
winding up his varsity career.
During his three years Routson
never got much In the way of
headlines and it seemed at times
that people would just take "old
Jim" for granted. Yet harken
now to the words of his coach,
Harold Anderson.
''Personally. I'll be very sorry to
see Mm go. He's done a fine fob
for us daring his varsity corset. Jim
has made the most of his physical
attributes. He never bad too much
speed or spring hot he made up
tor this with his all out desire.'
the Falcon coach said.
Curr e n 11 y
Routson is second in scoring
behind
Nate
Thurmond with
a better than
10
pointa-pergame average.
He has a deadly jump
shot
and la annually
among the leadRoutson
ers in field goal
percentage
in
the Mid-American Conference.
Routson was hampered by injuries in his sophomore and junior years, but this season he's been
healthy. His stamina has increased
greatly during his career—witness
his playing every minute of quite
a few gamea this year.
Much could be written about Boutson's scoring and general playing
ability. Perhaps his boot game wont
for nought this year whoa he poured hi it points and pulled down
IT rebounds In a losing cause
against Las Angelee Stale.
But there should be more than
this to an athlete—and so it is

with Jim Routson. Routson Is a
combination of leader, scholar, and
athlete.
The athlete you already know—
the leader some of you may know,
too. He has been elected to Omicron Delta Kappa, and to the presidency of Varsity Club.
What does Anderson have to
say about this part of Jim?
-Be Ills oa win one of the hardest
workers on she squad and an in
spiratton to the ethers. Bo was
personable, likeable, and would do
anything I asked of aba."
Routson is a scholar, too. He
is currently carrying better than
a 3.0 grade average with a mathematics major. After his graduation in June, Routson has hopes of
teaching math and perhaps doing
a little coaching, too.

nOUCJH BUPER—The Falcon wrestlers lost their first home match In three
years, to Kent, II 11. Saturday, bat veteran John Huper scored almost half of
BO's points with a pin over Rick Miller la the 117 pound doss. Huper come close
to a pin la the above situation and got the pin shortly after ward for one of
throe BO wins.

Kent State Upends Matmen 19Al,
Blasts Falcon Home Win Streak
After three years of almost complete domination of MidAmerican Conference wrestling, the Bowling Green matmen
bowed in defeat before a powerful Kent State aggregation 1911, in Memorial Hall Saturday afternoon.
The decisive setback brought to an end the Falcons' 28game winning streak in dual competition, one of the longest
in the nation, and also ended
Si44 remaining to keep the Falcons
la contention. 14 I.
a long home-mat winning
streak

which

dated

back

three

years.
The Golden Flashes are now undefeated in eight matches this
season and will enter the MAC
championships at Ohio U. next
week end as favorites. It was the
226th dual meet victory for Kent
State Coach Joe Begala, currently
the winningest coaching in wrestling history, and most likely one
of the most rewarding in his 28
years of coaching.
The victors vaulted Into an early
114) lead before the Falcons lit
the scoreboard and then battled
the rest of the way on even terms.
Kent's Dominic Iammarino tossed a monkey wrench into BG's
pre-meet plans by pinning 123pounder Tim Kerlin, who was
showing some ill effects from an
injured arm, at 6:10 of the second
period. Kerlin had jumped to a
2-0 lead. Jim Vataha followed by
decisioning Jim Stagg in the 130pound match. Stagg was caught
off guard in the initial period and
fell behind 5-0 on a take-down and
near pin.
Bill Pierson, Golden Flash 137pounder, took advantage of a second period take-down to send Kent
ahead 11-0 with his 2-0 decision
over George Letzner. Jim Hoppel
came through to decision Pat Elsenhut 5-3 on the strength of two
takedowns and an escape to narrow the gap to 11-3. Then Kent
State's 157-pound Elmer Kress,
after grappling to an early 4-1
lead, pinned Pat Rosselli with 6:16
remaining to widen the lead again,
to 16-8.
John Huper. 147 pounds, acting
like a cat playing with a wounded
mouse, literally smashed to an 8 0
lead before pinning Hick Miller with

See The New Revlon Compact
(Boys, it makes a very nice gift)

Revlon Shampoo In Plastic Bottles
100 Envelopes . ^T
Across from Music Hall

segalls

39c

John Beach

Heavyweight Al Kebl restored
some of the lost Falcon prestige
with a well-fought 4-1 decision
over previously undefeated giant
Art Youngblood, and was rewarded for his effort with a standing
ovation from the crowd of more
than 500 spectators, including a
large aggregation from Kent State.
The Falcons will have a chance
to avenge this defeat Friday and
Saturday at Ohio University when
the Falcons will attempt to defend
the MAC crown they have held the
past two years, in the MAC championships. Last season Kent State
shared the runner-up position with
Toledo. The 4-1 tournament in
Cleveland winds up the season
for the Falcons after their championship battle next week.

Falcons End Season
In Detroit Tomorrow
The
Falcon
basketball team
closes out the season in Detroit
tomorrow as they take on what will
probably be their roughest opponent* of the season, the University
of Detroit Titans. The Titan* already have accepted a bid to the
National Invitational Tournament.
Detroit is led by it* all-America
hopeful, 6-6 Dave DeBusschere,
who is averaging better than 20
point* per game. Other members
of the starting five should be 6-6
Charlie North, 0-4 Larry Hughes,
6-6 John Morgan, and 6-1 Frank
Chickowskl.

Have a reaj cigarette-have a CAMEL

Wf»T COAST A«CH»TKT

—ATTENTION—
I should like to call the attentoo
of all csBBeaa, especially stud eat
teachers, to the provisions of House
Bin No. M0S and Senate BUI No.
1517, which deal with Federal AM
to Education and a Federal Agency
for the Physically Handicapped. The
bills are of vital Importance to yon.
I urge yea to rapport them by writ
lag to yew Senators. Frank Louche
and Stephen Young, al the VS. Sen
ate Office Sullding, Waslnagtoa D.C..
and to Congressman Delbert Latta.
at the U.S. House of Beprosoalatlvos
Office Building. Washington. D.C.
Those who Hre outside Ohio should
contact their own Cuasinssssa

Keith Summers, fighting for a
possible tie for the Falcons, was
twisted into a pretzel as Jergen
Begala, displaying a wide variety
of holds, decisioned Sommers 8-1.
Uegala's win put the match on
ice, at 19-8 Kent State.

The best tobacco makes the best smoke!
■ *BaaaaaTmiiaCa^Wlaaas mmvetC
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Student Court Fines 14 Students

Segovia's Guitar Music
'Excellent, Compelling"

Student Court tried 15 caaea last
Thursday and issued a total of
$84 in finea.
Rod R. Ensminger, Mary Ann
Coscarelli, Gordon K. Foster, and
Ronald N. Krueger all were found
guilty of first moving violations
and fined $6.

By Ann Scfcerry

Mixed reactions greeted Andres Segovia's excellent concert at the Artist Series program Feb. 23. The novelty of
hearing a single instrument, with no background or accompaniment, caused people who are used to hearing full instrumentation to realize with a shock that solo guitar music can be
used for something more than Western movies.
Mr. Segovia's reputation as hi* ability. The marvelous techthe world's leading guitarist nique which he employed displaywas not damaged in any way aa
he proved that the guitar can
produce beautiful and compelling
music.
Many disappointed commenU
were heard about the fact that his
selections were not varied, sticking strictly to the classical side,
with no flamenco music included.
One explanation might be that
many people play flamenco music
well, but not everyone, certainly,
can produce the music which Mr.
Segovia obviously does.
He demonstrated the range of
both the instrument he used and

Faculty Concert
Features Violist
Bernard Linden
Works of Handel, Brahms, and
Mozart will be presented by violist Bernard Linden, instructor
in music, at 8:16 p.m. Sunday,
March 5. Mr. Linden will appear
in the third in a series of faculty
concerts.
Mr. Linden's accompanists will
lie pianist Herbert Chatzky and
clnrinetist Richard M. Webster, instructors in music
Selections include George F.
Handel's "Sonata in C Major," the
"Suite" by Ernest Bloch, and
"Trio No. 7, K. 48" for viola,
clarinet, and piano, by Wolfgang
Mozart.
Following the intermission, Mr.
Linden will conclude the concert
with "Sonata in F Minor, Opus
120, No. 1," by Johannes Brahms.
Pianist Robert L. Chapman, instructor in music, will give the
next faculty recital Sunday, March

19,

ed them to the utmost.
The rich lone which character!*
•d such numbers at the "Pavaaas"
by Milan, and the "Suite In D
by de Vlsee. was Interspersed
with banlo like tlnninees. smooth
leaato. and running thrills.
There was such coordination between bass accompaniment and
treble melody that it was difficult
to believe they were coming from
the same instrument. With closed
eyes, you could almost imagine
it was done on a harpsichord. But
he employed only six strings.
His concentration was Intense.
and at the moments when his
shading would cause the notes to
be so soft as to be almost lost, he
would bend forward until his nose
appeared to be on Ihe strings.
Acknowledging the enthusiastic
applause which greeted his playing, his expression was solemn,
with just a hint of a smile.
There were some bad moments,
aa when a train whistle interrupted the last number on the program. Rather than compete with
it, Mr. Segovia threw up his hands,
smiled at the audience, and settled down with his elbows resting
on his guitar to await the train's
passing.
His sell confidence and assurance
were apparent throughout Ihe program. He tightened a peg several
times In Ihe middle of a piece lo
keep his Instrument In perfect tune.
The concert could be said to be
nearly perfect. The spotlights on
the guitar he played reflected the
brilliance of his technique, his
music, and his art.
Bicycles may never be ridden
on sidewalks anywhere on campus,
nor on the campiu roadway in
front of the Union.

Campus
Kaleidoscope

IT WAS A CIBCDS at the Alpha XI Delta houM during sorority thorn* parties,
at Pat Hanawalt, Judy Perry. Joan Bunco. BoMy BarroN. Nancy Chaso, Maxlyn
Oolo. and Suo Luodlko (loft to right) "clownod around" for tho bonofll of oach
othor and tho rushees.

What Is It?

Plastic Curtains Not Mysterious;
New Speech Lab Behind Them
By Bob Frost

There have been jfuesses an
lo what actually is happening
in the basement of the Administration Bldg. The funniest guess came from a quiet
young lad who said "It looks
like they're putting in a Russian
voting booth, what with these
plastic drapes and all going up
around here."
What really is being built behind those plastic curtnina ia a
new s|>eech laboratory, one that
will take the place of Gate Theater,
which is to be torn down.
Additional Facilities
The new laboratory, designed as
it is, will not only allow for greater diversification in stage planning, but will give theater pro-

duction groups mnnv additional
facilities.
Included arc a workshop for constructing scenery, the latest in
dressing and make-up rooms, and
an art room for scene designing.
Modern Sound Booth
A modern, fully equipped light
and sound booth, a publicity workshop, and large amounts of storage
space for props and other theater
equipment have been included in
the const ruction.
Another feature will be a box
office situated at the west end of
the theater which will open onto
the main floor of the Administration Bldg. The box office will be
flanked by glass display cases in
which advertising can be inserted.
Theater production groups have
been under a space handicap in
date Theater. With the new facilities they will gain approximately
40 per cent more atorage space.
Where perhaps 600 costumes were
squashed into the existing closets
in Gate, there will be room for
storing more than 1,000 such items
in the new theater.
Kvery nook and cranny will be
used for some practical purpose.
There even is room under the
stage floor for storing equipment.
Seats Approximately 300
The new theater will seat approximately 300. No definite figure can be ascertained because
there will be various ways to set
up the stage area. One possibility
will be an arena arrangement. Extra chairs can be set up on the
permanent stage and along the
side walls, with the area just below
converted into a temporary stage.
ThU versatility will allow for the
creation of different settings and
moods, according to the type of
production desired.
The permanent stage is 18 inches
off the floor, and each row of seats

inches higher than the pre-

New additions to the family!
The, two new telephones in the bassinet are the
result of a perfect marriage of research and design.
They illustrate the way Gen Tel constantly strives
to make the telephone an ever more convenient and
helpful service of modern life.
The Starlite* phone in the foreground is a new
"compact"-only half the size of a standard desk
phone. Its PANELESCENT" (electroluminescent)
dial glows in the dark for easy dialing, and can be
turned up to serve as a night light.
The Space-Maker* phone can be hung anywhereon posts and in tight corners. Both dial and handset
can be adjusted to fit the space and the convenience of the user.

ceding row. This will mean over-all
comfort for the audience.
Ideas for the theater layout
were obtained from suggestions
contained in an Oxford Commission
Report, a study conducted in the
United States. It was the commission's objective to study and make
recommendations to Oxford University on what should be included
in designing an idtal university
theater.
Gate Theare was erected during
the war as a movie theater for GIs
who were training in this area. It
was moved piece by piece from
Camp Perry and rebuilt here as a
temporary structure. In 1960, the
present class rooms were constructed around the theater.

Classified
HAVE BUS. Will Charter. Fee information call till.

GENERAL
TELEPHONE&ELECTRONIOS VSR

Language Profs
Use Visual Aids
To Train Students
To implement its new teaching
methods, the department of foreign languages has acquired modern audio-visual aid equipment.
"This equipment is needed to
train elementary and secondary
teachers of French, German, Spanish, and Russian," said Dr. Michael R. Ramon, chairman of the
foreign language department. It
consists of a movie projector, a
combination alide and film atrip
projector, an opaque projector,
and other audio-visual aids.
These aide are required for the
new oral-aural approach to teaching foreign languages which went
into effect this year. This approach stresses students learning
a foreign language with audiovisual assistance. It employs such
devices as motion pictures, recordings, tapes, laboratory techniques, slides, and filmstrips.
Dr. Ramon said the new equipment is invaluable to the department in that it will train students
to operate the mechanical devices
they will be called upon to use in
teaching school.

De-Mythology
DiSCUSSIOII TODIC
'
Qf BQQICS, Coffee
"De-Mythologyzing," the interpretation of myth in the New Testament, was the topic for discussion at the Feb. 24 meeting of
Books and Coffee.
The Rev. Will Power, adviser
to United Christian Fellowship,
provided background information
and defined terms for use in the
discussion. Students and faculty
members then attempted to agree
on the true meaning of "myth."
Several of the interpretations offered for the word were "a distortion of reality," "an effort to explain a reality, which at the time
of writing, was incomprehensible";
and "an explanation of the unknown by definition of that which
we already know."
The topic for discussion at 8:80
p.m. Thursday in the Ohio Suite
of the Union will be the works of
James Purdy.

Where In Town Can You
Get The Best Food at
the MOST POPULAR
prices ? ?

These new and modern phones for the home were
developed by our subsidiary, Automatic Electric,
largest supplier of telephone equipment to America's Independent telephone industry.
They are but two examples of how General Telephone & Electronics works to improve equipment
and advance communications for the horn*, for
industry and national defense - both here and
abroad.
•!**• >*»■

r acuity Dlllll Afternoon
Club—Will meet at 1:30 p.m. today In
the Union.
Yaang Democrats— Will meet a! 1:30
p.m. tomorrow la the Fink Dogwood
Roam of the Union. A film will be
shown and plans will be discussed
for coming events. Key picture! also
will b. token.
United Christian Fellowship — Will
eponeOT an warly morning service In
Praul Chapel at 7 o'clock Friday. The
service Is open lo all students.
German Club—Will sponsor a carnl
val at 7 p.m. Thursday In the Ohio
Suite of Ihe Union.
The program will Include "Bitten
reden." conferring high decorations and
orders for outstanding accomplishments,
seasonal refreshments, and other events depicting the typical "German
Kamlval." Benno Wymar will reign
as Carnival Prince.
Going
Town and Gown Club, an organ!
sation composed ef University faculty
members and cltliem of Bowling Green
—Met Feb. 17. Judge Raymond 1 Land
was host.
Dr. Lloyd A. Helms, dean of the
Graduate School, read a paper. "The
European Economic Community," which
was reviewed by John Wilson Ir.

Why, At The

f Main Restaurant

Bruce M. Hall, Gen C. Snyder,
Harold R. Bates Jr.. Herbert C.
Hippie, Robert K. Steyer, and
Richard L. King wei e charged with
parking violations. Bates, Hippie,
and Steyer pleaded not guilty to
their second offenses. The court,
however, found ill three guilty.
Hippie was fined S3 and given a
one-week suspension of driving
privileges. Bates and Steyer each
were fined f8 and ordered to attend three consecutive court sessions.
Snyder was found guilty of his
first offense and fined $1. Hnll
pleaded guilty of his first and second violations. He was fined SI
for the first offense and $7 for
the second. King waa found guilty of his third violation and the
court fined him SI 3 and gave him
a four-week suspension of driving
privilege?.
Rodney L. Clark and Larry L.
Slocum both were charged with
first
non-registration
offenses.
Clark was found not guilty but the
court found Slocum guilty and
fined him $25.
John Rrantingham and Mrs.
Paul P. Hirachfield were tried in
absentia for parking violations.
Mrs. Hirschfield was fined SI
for her first violation and Brantingham was fined $7 for his
second offense.
Robert J. McGeein was tried for
a city speeding violation but was
given no penalty because of the
hardship it would place on him. He
needs his car for work.

Pins To Pans
Going
Shirley Johnston, Alpha Gamma
Delta, pinned to Chet Krouse, Pi
Kappa Alpha; Barbara Luedeke,
Prout, to Paul Fogel, INK A; Jacqueline Cochran, Harmon, to Joel
Cherry. Phi Kappa Psl; Mary Ann
Larson, Harmon, to Bill Braumagin, Phi Kappa Psi, Ohio Wesleyan; Sandy Stone, Harmon, to Ronald Armstrong, Phi Delta Theta;
Evelyn Lloyd, Harmon, to Leonard
Loomis, Beta Gamma; and Linda
Whittington, Lowry, to Cit Cameron. PiKA.
Going
Freda Burnett, Prout, engaged
to Jerry Nolan, Men's Residence
Center; Pat Foley, Prout, to Charles Cristall, Youngstown; Carol
DiNunzio, BG alumna, to Dave
Kardos, BG alumnus; Marsha Lyn
Stewart, Prout, to Jon Ludwig,
Men's Residence Center; Arleen
Gulich, Prout, to Dick Calo, University of Toledo; Wlnlferd Bortz,
Prout, to John Russell, Kohl; Barbara Houser, BG alumna, to John
Layfield. Youngstown University;
Trina McAdoo, Harmon, to John
Duffy, University of Toledo; Eileen Durbln, Harmon, to Jim Schleter. Tiffin; Judy Beers, Gamma
Phi Beta, to Joe Montgomery, Kappa Sigma alumnus, Washington
and Jefferson University; and
Alice Schwarz, Gamma Phi, to
Bob Stuart.
Gone
Mary Lou Klemencic, Gamma
Phi, married to Bob Reublin, Phi
Delt; Pat Riley, Gamma Phi, to
Gene DeMoss, Delta Upailon; and
Ruth Johnson, Chi Omega alumna, to Bob Agee, Sigma Nu.

Sophomores To Meet
Today In Gate Theater
Future sophomore class activities will be planned at a class meeting at 3:80 p.m. today in 7 Gate
Theatre.
A resume of past activities and
a treasurer's report also will be
presented at the meeting. Suggestions for the use of the money
in the class treasury will be accepted from the floor.
A lost and found service is
maintained at the information
desk of the Union.
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Mike ComnoDy. Class of '»J

See Mike Connolly
At Ralph Thayer's
IN So. Mam St

163 N. Main
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CHECZINO COPT—ABB Seamy, lady Day. and Bab. Burrows (tell lo right)
here found something unusual In thU alary. To* nsxt step la checking II out.
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NEWS— Judy Murphy, win editor. Dick Dungs* daft) and lira Zak. members
o| the editing class, ara reading Iht UPI wire copy to find front-page stories.
Photo* by

HOB

Oolser

Life In A Tornado Funnel,
Or Inside The B-G News
By Aaa Schorry
There are people and there are
people. Some write and tome read.
That's logical. The next question
is, What happens to the writing:
before it is read?
We can't speak for everybody,
but over in that office at the back
of the Administration Bldg. that
passes for the home of the B-G
News, organized (T) chaos reigns
twice every week, so the reading
people will have something to bury
their noses in on Tuesdays and
Fridays.
Each reporter has a "run" for
the semester. ThU consists of one
or two departments each, which
the reporters contact for news,
coming events, and other stories.
Then come special assignments.
A typical week of making out assignments for stories goes like
this: Assignments for the issue of
Tuesday, September 9, are made
out on Monday, September 1.
These are due on Friday, September 5. Now, In the meantime,
stories come in on Tuesday, September 2, for the issue which comes
out Friday, September 6. Then
on Thursday, September 4, assignments are made out for the issue
of Friday, September 12, which
are due Tuesday, September 9.
Thate's really nothing to It, If
yea know that Tuesday follow*
Friday, which eventually becotaes
Tuesday again, and . . .
Making out assignments really
isn't difficult, provided there are
at least four people (the managing editor, assistant managing editor, the director, and an issue editor) and six or seven calendars
of events around. Then the fun
begins, as we try to make sure
that everything that happens up
to and including the day the issue
comes out is previewed, and everything that will have happened by
that time is reviewed, and that
there are a couple of good (?)
feature stories assigned.
The feature stories are the easiest, as anyone around the office
will tell you. Brainstorming session; come up with things like,

"How about a feature on what the
football players do during basketball season?" (My goodness!)
"How does the technical theatre
department construct a flat?" (a
course in do-it-yourself, yet), and
so on, and so on. This particular
feature came into being because
one day we opened up our big
mouths and suggested having a
feature on "Life in the B-G News
office." Next time we'll know better!
Along with this, photography a*
elgrunenta hove to be made up foe
the photo editor. This preeents a
problem. How to gel Ideas for pic
ture* that aren't crowds of people
... at a formal dance, or a eports
event or standing In Una somewhere. For a while Ihla year, we
kept getting "kissing" picture* from
the play practice*.
However, with a little struggling for ingenuity on our part,
and some more struggling for originality on the part of the photography staff, occasionally we manage to come up with something
just a little bit different
To get back to organized chaos,
a typical Friday would find an
issue editor and at least one assistant in the office bright and
early at 8 a.m. And the rush begins. Thirty-one reporters are in
and out of the office, bringing the
results of hard-won (in some
eases)
interviews, woven into
story form.
At this point, the issue editors
read the copy while the reporters
stand by. Occasionally, mistakes
are found. For example, "The
Gumshoe Society will meet at 3:30
in the Pink Dogwood Room." What
day? The hard-working reporters
are by now making telephone calls
to the president, vice-president,
secretary, and treasurer of Gumshoe, Inc., to find out what day.

DOES IT FIT?—Concentration la lha ordar o| lha day Sunday after the type
la set Dor* Young, laau* editor. Ann Schorry. assistant managing editor, and
ludy Day. social editor (right) raeaaur* the type galley* to ■•• thai the ■tori**
fit Into the pagoa.

by this time somewhat harried Issue
editor, still smiling, sits In the "slot"
and watches over the headlines
which are written, paseee out stories, checke them again, and paesee
them on lo the director.
Speaking of headlines, there's
nothing really difficult about
them, except that when you have
to explain that the Society for
the Advancement of Technological Detail in All Reports to Professors is having a guest speaker
named Doctor Augustus P. Terwilliger on August 31, in two lines
that count no more than 15 letters
apiece . . . sometimes it gets a little difficult. But greater obstacle*
than this have been overcome, and
someone comes up with: Guest
Speaker | Presents Thesis, which
has to be rewritten—because what
does it really tell you, except
nothing.
By 4:30, most of the stories
have been edited, most of the
headlines have been written, and
everybody is tired. So the editing
class, its lab period over, takes
its collective self off and retires
to various other diversions around
the campus, like Nesting, sleeping, eating, going to basketball
games, etc., etc.
There to one factor which slows
down the whole routine—the telephone. Things would park along
very smoothly If the telephone
would lust refrain from ringing
every time someone puts It back
on the hookl Bui then, without It.
wo would never gel to know who's
pinned to whom, or who fell Into
the Natatorlum pool yesterday, or
who can't possibly get hold of
whom about that etory for . . .
When everybody leaves, a small
nucleus remains behind. The director, the managing editor and

LETS GET IT BIGHT—Joan Mearew. Issue editor, re
checke copy that members of the editing class, (loft to
right) Elaine Kitchen. Carolyn Camper. Bob DeTchon, and
his assistant, the issue editor and
his (or her) assistant, and the
social editor and an assistant will
go on working at the B-G News
office. The lucky females on the
staff have to go back to the dorms
at 12:30. As for the rest of them,
well . . . there's still work to bo
done.
During this period between suppcrtime and 12:30 all sorts of
things happen. The paper is "laid
out" on small replicas of the
pages known as "dummy sheets,"
and if that isn't a good name, we
don't know what is! The whole
thing involves a process much like
a puzzle, or something. You have
so many inches of copy and so
many inches of space. The problem
is getting them all to fitl And, of
course, no matter how you measure them and switch them around
and work and work and work, you
can't fit 689 inches of copy into
-150 inches of space. So . . . discussions ensue, in which everybody tries to decide which are
the things which absolutely, with-

Vern Henry, have edited. Copy Is checked for accuracy.
construction, spelling, and grammar, and headlines are
written In this process.

out a doubt, no-two-ways-about-lt,
have to go into this issue, and
which can be held until the next
Once that quiet hassel Is over,
things progress. There are still a
few things which have to be decided, though, like which stories
go on which page, and which at
the lop (those with the big. black
headlines), and which get continued, or "lumped" to another page.
If necessary.
When the tired young men (and
tired director) on the staff finally retire in the wee small hours
of the morning, the B-G News
is almost on the press. We say
almost-, because there is more to
come.
Saturday is a day of vacation
for the staff, but work goes on,
as the linotype operators at the
Republican Press downtown take

over. They set the stories into
type and make "galley proofs"
of them. These proofs are read by
peoplo known, logically, as proofreaders, and all the typographical
errors are supposedly caught.
On Sunday afternoon, the routine is taken up again. The same
small group that stayed Friday
night comes in and selects the
pictures, which the photo editor
engraves on the scanograver;
writes outlines (those paragraphs
under each picture); and remeasures all the pages against the "gaL
ley proofs" to be sure the stories
are the right lengths to fit into the
spaces . . . and of course they
aren't. More puzzle-working.
One more hard-working group
goes into action on Sunday afternoon. The sports editor and his
(Continued on page 6)

This goes on until 2:30, when
the editing class poke* Its collective noee into the office, seats itself around the horseshoe shaped
desk, and begins wielding lie pendie In the editing process. The

ITS COMPLICATED—Leo Oelske explains the intricacies ol the press on
which the B G News is printed to Tom Wheland. a member of the sports staff.

ASSEMBLY LINE—Putting the type Into the page forms—making up the pages
—at the Republican Press Is one of the last steps before the actual printing. Donald
I. Brenner, director of the B-G News, helps Ann Schorry check the spacing on
page 1.

, cuddly bunnies, fuzzy chicks and ducks ...

PLANNING A PARTY?
PICTUHE PROCESS—fun StolU. photo editor, makee the engravings of the
pictures which cm prinked m the paper. The mrs-hrno, a FatrchUd Scan-O Graver,
produce* BUB,milage ea plastic sheets.

EASTER CARDS
Dairy Products

Sportswear Clearance

for

BLOUSES

All Parties

(values lo 7.98)
$2.00
$3.00 and $4.00

WOOL SKIRTS And SLACKS

COMPLETE
STOCK OF
CONTEMPORARY
CARDS NOW
ON SALE

and

(values to 17.98)
$2.00 — $9.00

Special Occasions

SWEATERS—orlons, fur-blends

at

(values to 17.98)
$3.00
$9.00

The Style Center
101 So. Main Street

University Dairy

UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE

Phone 5386
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Toledo Union Officer Discusses
1960s Labor Problems At SAM

Calendar Of Events
AD Day
MlM OJO.-I1 KM
lit*- 4:M pm
IleO- Sieo p.m.

SK JiN p.m.

IiM p.m.
IiM- 4iM p.m.
IiM- IiM am
IiM- iiM p.m.
IIM-IIIM p.m.
4:00- 5:90 p.m
lilO-lO.eg p.m.
7|*»- IiM p.m.
TiM-llitt e.oi.
IiM a.m -5:00 pi
>lM- 4lll p.m.
Ill*- SlOO p.m.
51 Ml 1.00 p.m.
eiOO- 4100 p m.
IiM- TiM pm.
•iM-lliM p.m.
7:M p.m
Tree- IiM p.m.
7:00 IiM p.m.
TiM- Ii00 p.m
TlM- Ii00 p.m.
7iM-lliM p.m
7:M pm.
7:M- IiM p.m.
7iM- 1:00 p.
IM P m.
IIM-IOIM
1:MIiMIiMlilB-

1:M
4iM
4iM
4iM

p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.

• loo- 711. p.m.
IiM- 7iM p.m.
I:M- IiM p m.
IIM-IOIM
V.TV-.V.VW p.m.
»•■■—■
7lM p.m.
TiM- IiM p m.
TlM-lliM p.m.
TiM- IiM p.m.

Twill, rearrmarr M. IM1
».ia Alpha ril Olllc. Macelneo
UolTereitT Umlom
UA Belleiom COIUM
U.lY»f.llT Umlom
Faculty DOBH Brldqe
UmlToreltY Unlo»
UA Paeloral Conlerenceo
Ml »■■»—, Pre*/ f>Mll
Bmoeol Joroono Board NowUnoaee Coralm
Uel*ereltr Umlom
•peecm Depl. Bectlooal M..I on Amnommclme
411 toutm Hall
UCr Bellaioe Couree
, ,
Doivorelty Onto*
"Hew THhnnml WrlUmoi of II. Paul"
Matinee Hour
UmlrerertT Union
oocloloor Departrmeel Anlhropoloor Lecture
UnlTereltY Umlon
Umlvoretty Theatre Bohoaiaal
._..„...._......
Oale Theatre
AW* L.,UI<iU.. Board KHUI
OmlToreltT Union
UaWarslly Th.alr.
.Zlot, III. 111. M4. 107 bulk Hall
•ororlty rormal DaMrU

Jererttr 0,00000

UnlTer.Hr Theatre lehearoal
Malm Amdilerlaaa
W.dno.dar. March I. 1MI
■•la Alpha Pel Olflce MucMnee
. Umleereiir Union
UCT Mid-Week chapel
.Preol Chanel
Cobui Row
UmlTertlty Umlon
Unlr.r.lly Theatre ■•■•anal Oak)) ...
Oat* Tho aloe
Lecture for Gradual* ItudMtfl and racullr
PwTOtWry Polio
Pioobyrorlan EVeoinq Serrice
Proof Chanel
Unlrerellr Th.alr.
IM, III. 111. 1U. «07 Booth Hall
•pooch Doparloiool ■adla-Drama Weehohop
411 Sooth Hail
Imduntrlal An. Cl.b M..«.,
InmOoannB Aim Bmlloloo
Bororlly rormal Deeeerto
lorortlr Hum
llama Th.la Epellen M»«OQ|
....UBITOfmtT Union
lappa Ma EpeUon Mootloo .
UmlrereUr Union
Unlrereltr Theatre lohoanal
Malo AmaHerlmei
Track MM at tooloio Mlehloan
Ypellamtl. Mlchlfao
Gamma Delia Lealen Veepore ferrlce
Proul Chapol
•lama XI Mootlna
. UolTonllr Union
PCM Club KoothM
...OolTonltr Uoloo
Thuroaay,
2. 1MI
Acad.mlc Council Mooting
UmiTOreltT Ooloo
...UnlToeeltT Union
UA Coll.. Hoot
UmWerilly Union
noueemolhera' Meottoe
UCT HoUakm Coareo
UnlTereltY Union
"The Chrlttlao Approach o> Morrlaee"
UnlT.relly Union
"look, and Coffoo"
Gate Theatre
DoiTonitr Thoatro noheerreal (Dim |i>|
H.W. Ohio Acad. of ChlropedloM Moot 4
. Uoloorulr Uoloo
Rotary Club Meeting .
Ueleerelty Uolon
Chrtellam Irl.oo. Church torrloo
~
Promt Chapol
Pol Beta Lambda Mootlof
UmlrotoHT Union
Omooa Phi Alpha Meonoo _
.._
Ill loath Han
IM, 111, Ml. M4 loiith Hall
Unlverelty Thoatro
Speech D.pi Radio Wrlllna Workehep
lorortlr

formal

Dei.erl.

"The Society for the Advancement of Management is
one of the most outstanding, farsighted organizations on any
university campus. I would advise any college student to become a member of SAM, to have a more stabilized education
before entering the business world of today."
These were the closing comment* which George B. Thomas, Toledo regional vice pre.

_

Sorority Houoo.

..Main Audllorlum
Unreermlty Thoalro neheareal
Moollng of Oroalor Tolodo Aroa Coooctl of
..UnlTor.lty Union
Malh.malic. Toachora
rriday. March 1. 1M1
Prout Chapol
7:00- 1:00 a.m.
UCF Communion lorrleo
*m
—
Athon., Ohio
MAC WrootHaa Mool at Ohio Unlvanltr .
«:M p.m.
Swim Mool wllh Holr. Dam.
Haratorlom
Phi Dolkr Th.la (arborahop lima Pr.Um. .
IiM-IOiM p m.
UnlT.rmlr Union
lnlor.Var.lly Chrlotlaa r.llow.hlp
UnlY.r»lly Uoloo
IiM- IiM p.m.
DmlTorollr Th.alr.
IM. 111. Ill South Hall
IIM-IIIM pm
Campu. Mori, "Ark Anr Girl"
Mala Aodllorimm
TtM- Ii00 p.m.
Carol O. loyd llud.nl Tl.cllal
".dial Hall
TIM-IOIOO p re.
Directing Cla.. Ono-Act.
Goto Thoatro
TlM-lliM p.m.
Campu. Morlo— "Imllatloa of U(o"
Main AudllorUm
IIM-IIIM pm
Moonoy Hall Cloi.d rormal
Unlr.r.lly Umlon
liM-ll.M p.m.
Saturday. March 4. 1MI
Alpha Tau Omooa Ski Lodao Party .
Pokkaaon, Indiana
IiM a.m. U M.
)
Main Audllorlum
IIOO .0.-1:00 p.m. Dl.lrlcl I Solo-Enumblo Audlrloo. (
Hlah School Dl.lrlcl S»lmmlno Moot
«-__„
Nalalorlum
IiM am 3:50 p.m. lympoolum—Hatlonal Sctooco rommdatlon
la-Sorrlco In.tllul.
IM Hanma Kali
Gato Thoatro
IiM a..-J:00
iMp.m. UnlT.r.lly Thoatro Rohoaroal
IliM
-liefp.nl Lunchoon— National Scionc. romndamoa
In Sonic. iD.UroW
„_
UmWorolry Union
Swim Mool al Ohio UnlTonltr
Alh.n.. Ohio
MAC Wr..llln, Mool al Ohio Unlr.r.Hr
Arh.n.. Ohio
Wootmtm Michigan Track R.lay.
Kalamamoo, Mlehloan
Sorority lido Out
Sunday. March S. IMI
PI Kappa Alpha PI Wook
IliM a.m.-12 OOOI Gamma Doha Luth.ran Slud.nl Wonhlp Sorrier
Promt Chapol
M.m'« Rooldomco Contor Op.n Hour.
..NBC
IiM- 4iM p.m.
1:05- IiM p.m.
■rldao Party
Unlyor.lly Umlon
Humanl.l Sod.ly M..tlnq
OolTormtT Union
1:00- 4iM pm.
Pino rilm ro.Ural—"Tho Roof
Mala Audllorlum
J:00 p m
3:00 5:00 p.m.
Slama Th.io EpoUon Mootlna
Prout Chapol
Phi Hu Alumna. Dlnn.r
Unl».r.lly Union
SlM- TlM p m
UCr Sunday Evonlng Program
„
_._ _ Prout Chapol
IiM- IiM p.m.
ItM- 1:00 p.m.
Lutheran S1ud.nl Aor'n. Dl.cu.oion Group
UnlT.r.lly Union
1:30 1:30 p.m.
D.Ira Pol Eappa MooHaa
Womoo'. Sulldlng Loung.
T/CP Evoalna Program
....Umlrorakty Union
1:30- 1:00 p.m.
7:00-10:00 p m.
ITn. nim ro.H.al—"Tho Boor
Main Auditorium
7:00 11:00 p.m.
racully Rodtal
RoelMI Hall
Monday. March I. IMI
PI lappa Alpha PI Wooh
Curb.ron.
„.„...
1:M- 1:00 p m
UnlTor.lly Union
UmlTorolty Thoalro Rohoaroal
IIM-IIIM p.m.
Oalo Thoatro
UnlT.r.lly Union
Pan H.ll.nlc Council Moauna
4iM- 5.J0 p.m.
Monthly Taculty Moodng
0:30 1:00 pm
Rodlal Hall
1:30 1:00 p.m
UnlT.r.lly Union
D.11a Nu Alpha Mooting
Arnold Air Socloly M.oUng .
1:30- IiM p.m.
UnlT.rolly Umlom
1:30 10:00 p.m.
UnlT.r.ity Thoatro
104, III. Ill loath KaU
AWS Judicial Board M..ilng
0:30-10:00 p.m.
UnlT.r.lly Union
Spooeh Dopartmonl Radio-Drama Workihop
411 South Hall
TtM p.m.
TiM- 1:30 p.m.
Gamma Delta Lutheran Slmdoal Communion Sorrlco Prout Chapol
TlM- IiM p m.
German Club Mootlna
Unlrorolry OmUa
TlM-lliM p.m.
Unl.er.lty Thoatro lohoanal
Maim Aualknrlmm.
IiOO p.m
ire MeoMng
UalTonlty DmlM

sident of the AFL-CIO, made
to SAM members during his discussion of labor problems of the
1980s, Feb. 28.
During the discussion period,
Mr. Thomas gave his opinions on
such matters as raising the minimum wage law, formulating a
better retirement plan for the
WOMEN DEBATOM— Ian Slash. Wendy Blakeler. and Carolyn KtoLber dl»
aged, price fixing, industrial conpray plaque, they won at the Slate Women's Indlyldual Events Speech Tournacern for educators, and racial prement Saturday, Ml.. Stash wan first In Impromptu manmcrlpl roadlna; Ml..
judice in determining the seniorBlakeler second In oral Intorprotatlaui and Miss Klelber flrot hi oxlomporanecme
ity of those who work in different
speedtina.
firms.
"An Increase In oar minimum
wave law Is aood for our 00000017.
as II would Increase purchasing
power." staled Mr. Thomas.
He added that the retirement
plan could be made more effecFirot place rankings were won
A. Cole, original oratory, and Su- tive by gradually reducing the
by Carolyn Klelber, eztemporansan M. Keim, peace oratory.
number of hours an employee
eoua speaking, and Janet C. Stash,
Judges from Bowling Green would work a few years before he
impromptu manuscript reading, at
were Howard L. Shine, intern in- becomes 66.
the State Women's Individual Ev- structor in speech; and Gene R.
In referring to the price fixing
ents Speech Tournament at BowStebbins and Mrs. Alice Ridge,
ling Green Friday and Saturday.
graduate assistants in speech. Two which has been carried on lately,
Wendy L. Blakeley placed second
coaches from each of the other Mr. Thomas said, "A thief is a
thief, whether he is working for
in oral Interpretation.
colleges also judged the events.
a union or for General Electric."
A rotating cup was presented
The speaker felt that industry
to Wittenberg University for the
has forgotten about the teachers
second consecutive year when Carwho trsin the future employees
ol Getter, Wittenberg's contestant
for business. He said that indusIn original oratory, won first
place. Judy Griscott, also of WitThe following men have been try must have more concern for
tenberg, won first place In oral
initiated into Kappa Kappa Psi, educators in the future.
interpretation.
Mr. Thomas continued thai one
national recognition society for
of the blgaesl problems which laFirst place in peace oratory was college bandsmen: Gary D. Caldbor has to deal with Is the treat
won by Mary Hall from Otterbein
well, David A. Gruetter, Edward
m.ni of fair practice In the deterCollege. Other colleges representL. Grace, Earl H. Haberkamp, and
mlnatlon of rights of laborers' .en
ed at the contest were Kent State,
Denver D. Seifried.
torny.
Ohio, and Ohio Wesleyan UniverAt the Feb. 22 meeting plans
sities, University of Cincinnati,
were discussed for a wind and perHe said that our society is far
and Marietta and Muskingum
cussion concert in April, to be from perfect and we must rid
Colleges.
sponsored by Kappa Kappa Psi and ourselves of racial prejudice in
Dr. Raymond Veagcr, forensics
Tau Beta Sigma, national women's business, as well as throughout the
coach and tournament director,
band recognition society.
rest of the nation.
presented the awards.
The next meeting of Kappa KapMembership
applications
to
Also representing Bowling Green
pa Psi will be at 7 p.m. Wednes- SAM will be accepted until Wedin tho tournament were Nancy
day, March 8, in 111 Hall of Music. nesday, March 15.

BG Hosts State Speech Contest;
Kleiber, Stash Take 1st Places

Kappa Kappa Psi
Initiates Bandsmen

^inal recordings'.

Life In
(Continued from page »)
assistants, who have been out covering basketball games, swimming
meets, wrestling matches, and that
type of activity, begin feverishly
writing the copy which eventually
becomes page three. They doznay
in "their" page, write "their"
headlines, and add "their" stories
to the stack at the shop to be set
in type.
IT now. tho oad skeaM be m

eight ... and It Is ... In Sokkt
that la.
There is still one small detail—
getting the paper on the presa.
The managing editor plus assistant, plua director, plus issue editor plus assistant (sometimes)
spend all their out-of-class moments on Monday traveling between campus and the "shop" (the
aforementioned Republican Press)
helping to put the type into the
psge proofs, carrying around
headlines, and reading proofs of
the pageB. By 4 p.m., the last page
is on the press, and everybody is
ready to go home . . .
And then there's the business
side, with all the bills to be paid,
requisitions to be made out, supplies to be bought, subscription
copies to be mailed, and ads to
be sold, but we won't go into that.
Now all that remains is to wait
for the appearance of the result
of sll that effort at 11 a.m. Tuesday morning . . . almost
In the meantime, it's Monday
afternoon, and there are assignments to be made for the Issue
which will come out a week from
Tuesday, but will be due Friday
. . . and . . ,
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Religious Ethics Topic
Of Cobus Discussion
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Is there anything that possibly can guide man in the
decisions that have to be made every day of his life? Is there
some standard by which the value of these decisions, whether
good or bad, can be measured?
This was the principle upon which the Rev. Loyal G.
Bishop, pastor of St. Mark's Lutheran Church in Bowling
Green, based his Cobus Hqur .. . ..
,
...
that they are a product of the
talk, "Foundation of Theolo- evolutionary process, is really not
gical Ethics," Feb. 22.
too important What matters is
that they did disobey in the be' Let as keep la mind thai .Ian
trinning.
dard. used to evahtcrte docUloas
The Rev. Mr. Bishop then told
are based upon commitment to
the Bible story of man and how he
some basic source el value." rial
got into the predicament he now is
od ike lev. Mi. Mebop. "But there
in. The Bible relates the creaI. a groat deal of dl.agreement as
tion
of man,
his
rebellion,
lo the nature ot this basic source.
and his fall. The speaker
Some see 11 In man, mono Lo nature.
also
said
that
theological
ethics
aro
■ooao In tho principle of the survithe actualisatlon of justification,
val o( the attest, eoone tat truths.
meaning that God will set man free
And omase call II God."
of his rebellious nature and make
The character of these standards man righteoua if he so desires.
will vary greatly according to what
•Chri.Han Mklcs la making Ihl.
god one believes in. The Rev. Mr.
deculon aro flteMd bolwoon
Bishop said that man must have
two pobM a| faith tod Iho facts of
|his commitment in order to set
Bre. Each of iheoe act upon tho
up some sort of values.
other. Tarts art upon faith Is re
"Now, in order to form a foundareal to It tho form. araUabU OB
Us field e| action, and faith arts
tion for theological ethics, we mast
upas tarts lo dlocoror their moanina
understand religion as meaning
and pramlM let man. The con timid
what a person believes is of ultiand ordinarily contradictory nature
mate concern. In hia definition, a
e| the tarts with which we are
god is the center of value and
coafroniod press cticaiace down
whatever is treated as final is of
M DM nponHJlael level el taiih.
unquestioned worth."
rank Ulerrupoi tacts tat their speThe Rev. Mr. Bishop continued
cial komom coatont"
by saying that God, or a god, has
In conclusion, the Rev. Mr. Bishan innate purpose to be very good.
op said the foundation of theologiBut man isn't what he was created
to be. The reason for this, the csl ethics is based on accepting
speaker asserted, lies in the fact what God gives. The Christian man
that humanity involves decision, is to accept what God gives, and
and that always implies the possi- the man who is dpmmitted to another religion is to accept what his
bility of a wrong decision.
god gives. This acceptance is to be
"The denloswiBl of this U do.
the earth and all human life upon
cribed la loo Bible story of AdasB
it
and Eve. Tbev aro myth, at STBV
Dr. Donald S. Longworth, chairbols e| the tost humane who could
man of the sociology department,
Bmeoa to and o*>*ak to God. bat
will pursue the. discussion of ethics
Hissed to do so."
tomorrow at 3:30 pju. in the Pink
Dogwood Room of the Union. His
The speaker said that whether
we believe that this man and wom- topic will be "The Ethical Dilemma
an lived 0,000 years ago or of American Builneis."
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LUCKY
STRIKE

Get these twelve great original recordings-in one
12" IP album—for Ml and ten empty Lucky Strike packs!
Custom-pressed by Columbia for Lucky Strike—an album of unforgettable hits!
To lot "lorMnoor How Greol" ilbim, ooclosi sad moll Sl.oo ond 10
eowtY lock; Strike goat, together with llloo-ln UilMlnf label. PIOJII
print cieuir. Omen moiled attar Mat 31, 1961, will lot to Mrweo. II
tending check or money Older, mike parable to "Remember How SreaL"

Look at thh) album. Imagine these 12 great artists, great
hits together on one record! Here an* the original recordings—magnificently reproduced by Columbia Record Productions ($3.98 value). Never before have all these great
artists been brought together in one album! Never before have you been able to buy these great hits at such a
bargain price! To get your album, fill In and mail the
shipping label at right with $1.00 and ten empty Lucky
Strike packs to "Remember How Great," P. O. Box 3600,
Spring Park, Minnesota.

REMEMBER HOW GREAT CIGARETTES
USED TO TASTIT LUCKIKS STILL DO
OTHI AHOWICAN TOSACCO CO,

SHIPPING LABEL
"Remember How Great"
P. 0. Box 3600
Spring Pork, Minnesota

TO
YOUR NAME.
Remove
oecki rap tea eoaorn-rerwre loner tea wire-lair
oecki oooo area, MM,

STREET„
CITY.

.ZONE,

.STATE.

Offer good only In U. S. A. and Puerto Rico.
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